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ABSTRACT 
Let ti be a central simple algebra over a field k, and let tr denote its reduced 
trace. Then qd( X) = tr X” is the trace form of degree d on &. A similarity of 
W, Vd) is a linear map f : d +d for which there exists A E k” such that 
~d(f(U>) = **da> for all a Ed. 
The “standard” similarities are the ones obtained as compositions of automorphisms. 
antiautomorphisms, and scalar maps of the algebra S? 
THEOREM. Suppose d > 2 and d! is nonzero in k. Then (&, ‘PC{> is 
regular indecomposable, and every similarity is standard. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
This work concerns the trace form tr Xd, where d > 2 and X is in a 
central simple algebra over a field k. Our main result is the classification of 
the similarities of this trace form. After a suitable scalar extension the 
theorem is reduced to the split case when & z M,(k) is the algebra of n X n 
matrices over k. If A E kX, we define a similarity of norm A for this trace 
form to be a linear map f : M,(k) + M,(k) for which 
trf(X)d = Atr Xd forever-y X E M,(k). 
There are three types of obvious similarities: 
1. If P E GL”(k), let In(P) be the map sending X H PXP-‘. This is an 
automorphism which is a similarity of norm 1. 
2. The transpose map on M,(k) is an antiautomorphism which is also a 
similarity of norm 1. 
3. If 6 E kX, let m, be the scalar map sending X H 6X. This map is a 
similarity of norm ad. 
We define the standard similarities to be the ones expressible as composi- 
tions of these three obvious types. The converse is our principal result. 
Theorem: Su 
B 
pose d > 2 and d! is nonzero in k. Then every similarity of 
(M,( k 1, tr X ) is standard. 
This theorem can be viewed as one in a long list of results about “linear 
preservers.” Let X = (xij) be an n x n matrix with n2 indeterminate 
entries, and let p(X) b e a homogeneous polynomial in the entries of X 
with coefficients in k. A linear preserver of p is a linear transformation 
f: M,(k) + M,(k) satisfying p(f(X)) = p(X). In the case p(X) = det X, 
Frobenius (1897) proved that the only preservers (over the field G of complex 
numbers) are of the form X e PXQ or X c, PT(X)Q where P, Q E M,,(C) 
and det(PQ) = 1. Many generalizations and related results have appeared in 
the literature (see the extensive survey article [I2]). We have not located any 
references which prove our result on preservers of trace forms, but it is 
closely related to the work of Rackusin and Watkins [14]. They prove a 
general theorem concerning preservers of certain types of functions p(X), 
and it includes the following as a special case: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose d > 2 and f is a linear map on M,(C) which 
preserves tr Xd. Zff(l,J = l,, then f must be standard. 
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Our theorem is somewhat more general, since we allow some fields of 
positive characteristic and we do not assume that f(l,,> = 1,. In fact, much 
of the work involved in this paper is to establish that for every similarity f of 
that trace form, f(l,> must be scalar. The proof of that step proceeds by 
induction on n and involves an analysis of possible Jordan forms. Once we 
assume that the similarity f sends 1, to l,, we deduce that f must be a 
Jordan homomorphism, that is, f(X”> = f(X)“. Then an old theorem of 
Ancochea applies: Every Jordan homomorphism of M,(k) must be an 
automorphism or an antiautomorphism. 
In addition we prove that the trace form qd( X) is regular and indecom- 
posable. These concepts are defined in the next section. 
The classical result of Frobenius can also be proved by showing that every 
determinant preserver sending 1, to 1, is a Jordan homomorphism (compare 
[5, pp. 241-2471). 0 ne can also show that the determinant is a form on 
M,(k) which is regular and indecomposable. 
1.1. An Overview of Forms of Degree d 
In this part we outline (without proof) certain aspects of the theory of 
degree d forms and the associated symmetric d-linear forms. 
A form of degree d in n variables over a field k is a homogeneous 
polynomial 4(X,, . . . , X,) E k[ Xi, . . . , X,] of degree d. It is well known that 
a quadratic form +( Xi, . . . , X,) (the case d = 2) arises from a corresponding 
symmetric bilinear form 0, at least when char(k) + 2. It is fruitful to 
eliminate the dependence on the variables by viewing r$ as a mapping 
4 : V + k, where V is an n-dimensional k-vector space. Then the bilinear 
form 0 : V X V + K has a more geometric interpretation as an inner 
product. Note that 0 determines &, [since 4(v) = O(v, v>] and C#J deter- 
mines 0 [since 2O(v, w> = b(v + w) - 4(v) - 4(w)]. We describe briefly 
how this theory has been generalized to forms of any degree d, provided that 
d! is nonzero in k. Throughout this paper we assume that k is a field in which 
d! f 0, or equivalently, char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A symmetric d-linear space over k is a pair (V, 0) 
where V is a finite dimensional k-vector space and 0 : V X 1-e X V + K is a 
symmetric d-linear form. 
This means that O( v 1, . . . , v,) is linear (over k) in each of the d slots and 
it is invariant under all permutations of those slots. That is, 
@(v~(~).*..,v,(d)) = @(v, >...> “d) 
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for every u E CSd, where %‘d denotes the symmetric group consisting of all 
permutations of d symbols. These spaces have also been called “d-ic spaces” 
or “symmetric spaces of degree d.” 
DEFINITION 1.2. A degree d map on V is a map 4 : V -+ k such that 
4(o) = NV,. . . ) v) for some symmetric d-linear form 0 on V. 
If C$ is a degree d map, the associated form 0 is uniquely deter- 
mined. For example, if d = 3 then 6O(vr, v2, us) = +(ur + 0s + us> - 
$(vl + u,> - +(vl + v3) - +(vz + v,) + 4(v,) + +(vz) + $4~~). For ar- 
bitrary d the polarization formula is 
d!O(v,,...,vJ = C l~i,< ,., <i14d ( -l)d-“4(vil + .** +v& 
If 4(X, ,..., x,> E ktx, ,..., X,] is a form of degree d in the original sense, 
then we do get a degree d map 4 : V + k by choosing a basis {e,, . . . , e,} for 
V and setting +(a,e, + *** +a,e,) = 4(a,, . . . , a,). 
Further details and proofs of these assertions can be found in [2], for 
example. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let (V, 0) and (V’, 0’) be d-linear spaces over k, with 
associated degree d maps 4 : V -+kand~‘:V-+k.Ahnearmapf:V+V’ 
is a similarity with norm A = Af E kX if 
4YfW) = fw(~) for every v E V. 
An isomety is a similarity of norm 1. The two spaces are isometric, written 
(V, 0) E (V’, O’>, if there is a bijecture isometry f : V -+ V’. 
Recall that a quadratic form C# on V is regular (also called nondegener- 
ate or nonsingular) if the associated bilinear form 0 has the property: 
O(U, w) = 0 for every w E V implies v = 0. This notion has a number of 
generalizations to forms of higher degree (see [3] and [7]). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let (V, 0) be a d-linear space, and let I be an integer 
with 1 < 1 < d. The space (V, 0) is l-regular if v = 0 is the only vector in V 
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such that 
O(u ) . . . ,  v,q+1,..., Ud) =o for every q+l,...,z?d E V. 
The space is regular if it is l-regular. The space is exactly Z-regular if it is 
Z-regular but not (1 + l)-regular. 
The following result and related information appear in [7]. We continue to 
assume that d! # 0 in k. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (V, 0) be a d-linear space over k. 
1. For 1 < 1 < d, if (V, 0) is Z-regular then it is also (1 - l)-regular. 
2. Let K/k be a field extension. Zf (V,, 0, > is l-regular then (V, 0) is 
also Z-regular. The converse holo when 1 = 1. 
Here we use V, = V @.k K to denote the scalar extension with induced 
d-linear form 0,. 
Every quadratic form decomposes as an orthogonal sum of l-dimensional 
forms. The indecomposable forms of higher degree can be considerably more 
complicated. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let (V,, 0,) and (V,, 0,) be d-linear space over k. 
The orthogonal sum (V,, 0,) I (V,, 0,) is the d-linear space (V, @ V,, 0, 
CB O,), where 0, @ 0, is defined by 
(0, @I O,)(v, + w ,,..., vn + Wd) = O,(v, )...) vn) + @(WI ,..., w,,). 
A d-linear space (V, 0) is decomposabZe if (V, 0) g (V,, @,I I (V,, 0,) for 
some nonzero spaces (V,, Oi>. Otherwise it is indecomposable. 
The decomposability of a space is closely related to the center, which is 
an analog of the space of symmetric matrices. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let (V, 0) be a d-linear space over a field k. The 
center Cent(V, 0) is defined as 
= @(VJ(V2)>...>Vd) for all zji E v}. 
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If d > 2, this center is an important invariant for decomposable spaces. 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose (V, 0) is a regular d-linear space, d > 2. 
1. Cent(V, 0) is a commutative k-algebra with respect to composition. 
2. Cent((V,, 0,) I (V,, 0,)) G CentW,, 0,) X CentW,, @a>, an 
algebra isonwrphism. Consequently (V, 0) is indecomposable if and only if 
CentW, 0) has no nontrivial idempotents. 
3. Suppose K is an extension field of k. Then there is a natural algebra 
isomorphism 
Cent(V,,Ox) 2 Cent(V,O) @,K. 
This result is proved in [2] and [13]. They go on to show that the 
indecomposable components of (V, 0) satisfy a strong uniqueness property. 
1.2. Trace Forms 
We now apply the theory outlined above to certain trace forms on central 
simple algebras. It is interesting to contrast our work with the results of 
Harrison and Pare@ [3], who study trace forms on certain commutative 
algebras. 
Let M be a central simple k-algebra. Recall that this means there 
exists a field extension K/k such that .s’ Q K s M,,( K 1, the ring of n X n 
matrices over K. The usual trace for matrices induces the reduced trace 
tr : JY’ --) k. Basic properties of central simple algebras appear in many texts, 
including [151. 
For a positive integer d we define the trace form *d on JY by 
qd( a) = tr ad. 
This is a degree d map on M, and since we assume d! # 0, it corresponds to 
a symmetric d-linear form Td on s’. 
To obtain an explicit formula for Td we define the polynomial S, in the 
noncommuting variables Xi, . . . , X, as follows: 
As before, G,. denotes the symmetric group on the symbols (1,. . . , r). 
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LEMMA 1.9. The d-linearform Td on & is given by 
Td(a,,..., ad) = $trSd(a,....,ad). 
Proof. Define Td by this formula; note that it is symmetric and d-linear 
and that Td(a, . . . , a> = tr(ad) = *d(a). Therefore Td is the (unique) sym- 
metric d-linear form associated with qd. ??
COROLLARY 1.10. 
Td(a, >..., ad) = (d; 1), tr(Sdml(al,. . . , ad-l>ad)a 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.9, using the fact that 
tr(ab) = tr(ba). ??
In the quadratic case (d = 2) these formulas do not yield much, but when 
d > 2 they are quite useful. Quadratic trace forms on central simple algebras 
have been studied in [9], and it is clear that the higher-degree theory has a 
quite different flavor. 
2. REGULARITY AND DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we determine the exact regularity of (d, Td) and we show 
that (H, Td) is indecomposable. We use the notation 1 x 1 for the largest 
integer less than or equal to 3~. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose d > 2 and k is a field in which d! # 0. Let ti be 
a central simple k-algebra. 
1. Zf d is a division algebra then (M, T”) is (d - l)-regular. 
2. Zf & is not a division algebra then (&, T”) is exactly [d/2]-regular. 
Proof. (1): This is clear, since & has no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
(2): The cases when d = 2,3 are easily settled. Assume d > 4, and set 
1 = [d/2]. 
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We first show that (M, Td> is not (I + l)-regular. Choose any nonzero 
a E& with a” = O-which exists, since & is not a division algebra (use 
Wedderbum’s theorem). Let x~+~, . . . , xd be any elements of @. Each term 
of Sd-,(a,. . . , a, x~+~,. . . , x~_~) must contain two consecutive a’s There- 
fore by Corollary 1.10 Td(a,. . . , a, x~+~,. . . , x,) = 0, so that (d, Td) is not 
(2 + l&regular. 
To prove (M, Td> is l-regular we may replace k by an extension field 
(using Proposition 1.5) to assume M is split, i.e. & z M,(k). 
Let A E M,(k) be such that Td(A ,..., A, X,,, ,..., Xd) = 0 for all 
Xi E M,(k). By Corollary 1.10 this equation is equivalent to 
Sd-l(A ,..., A, xl+, ,..., Xd-l) = 0 for all Xi E M,(k). (1) 
To complete the proof of (2.1) we must show A = 0. Setting all the Xi to l,, 
the identity matrix in M,(k), we see from (1) that A’ = 0. Suppose A # 0, 
and choose r so that A’-’ # 0 and A’ = 0. Since the equations above are 
invariant under conjugation by GL,,(k), we may assume that A is in Jordan 
canonical form: A = N,., @ *** @ N,., (block decomposition), where Nj is the 
j X j Jordan block with eigenvalue 0. Also, rr + *a. fr, = 72, and we may 
assume r = r1 > es* > r, > 1. Using N = N,, Equation (1) implies 
Sd-l(N,..., N,Yl+l,..., y,_,) = 0 for all Yi E M,(k). (2) 
We use eij to denote the matrix units. That is eij is the r X r matrix 
having 1 as (i, j> entry and zero elsewhere. 
First assume d is odd. Then d > 5 and 1 = (d - 1)/2. Let e = e,,,_, 
and, consider Equation (2) in the case when all Y, equal e. Since e2 = 0, the 
equation becomes 
Sd_l( N, . . . , N, e, . . . , e) = c,NeNe *.- Ne + c,eNeN -** eN = 0. 
Examining the (r, r) entry in this equation, we find that cr = 0 in k. 
However, cr is the number of permutations v E Gd_ 1 such that 
9r({l,. . . , (d - 1)/2)) = {2,4, . . . , d - l}. Therefore cr = [(d - 1>/2]!2, 
which is nonzero in k, since we assume d! z 0. This contradiction settles the 
case when d is odd. The case when d is even can be handled similarly. ??
REMARK. If 9 is a division algebra, it is possible that (g, Td> is 
d-regular. This is clearly true if .9 = k, but there exist other examples (left to 
the reader). 
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Next we compute the center of the trace form Td. From this calculation 
Theorem 1.8 immediately implies that (~4 I”> is indecomposable. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose d > 2 and k is a field in which d! + 0. Then 
Cent(&, Td) a k as k-algebras. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.8 it suffices to prove this result in the case when 
S’ is split, i.e. A? P M,(k). 
Suppose f E Cent(M,(k), T”). Then for all X, Y, Z E M,(k) we have 
T”(f( X),Y, Z, I,, . ..A) = T”(X,f(Y),ZJ, >...1 l,,), 
that is, tr{[f(X)Y + Yf(X)IZ) = trItf(Y )X + Xf(Y)lZI. Therefore 
f(X)Y + Yf(X) =f(Y)X + Xf(Y) forall X,Y EM,,(k). (3) 
In particular for Y = 1, we have 
2f(X> = V(L) +f(L>X* (4) 
The proof will be complete if we show that f(l,,> = cr E k. For in that case 
f(X) = crX for all X E M,(k), and so f = (Y E k. 
Multiplying Equation (4) by Y on the left and right and adding the 
results, we get 
2[fWY + Yf(X)l = [XfL) +f(ln)XlY + Y[Xf(L) +fL)Xl 
for all X, Y E M,(k). Interchanging X and Y and applying Equation (3), we 
find that this quantity also equals 
[YfL) +f(L)Yl X + X tYf&) +f(l”Pl. 
Canceling equation terms, we obtain 
f(L)XY + YXf(l”) =f(l,)YX + X-xf(L) forall X,Y E M,(k). 
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Therefore f(ln> commutes with all commutators XY - YX in M,(k). If 
p # q, then eps is a commutator (eppep9 - ep9epp) and epp = ePqeqP’ 
Hence f(l,,> commutes with every matrix unit, so it must be a scalar matrix. 
??
3. THE SIMILARITY GROUP 
In this section we characterize the similarities of the space (&, Td) when 
d is a central simple algebra. 
There are three obvious types of maps f : .d -td which are similarities 
for all the trace forms T” on d. These are: 
1. Automorphisms of d. 
2. Antiautomorphisms of d. 
3. Scalar maps ma. [If 6 E kX, define ms :A? +JX’ by m,(r) = 6x.1 
Define a map to be standard if it is in the group generated by these three 
types. If f : d + d is standard, then it can be written uniquely as f = m, 0 g 
where 6 E kX is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism of &. Recall that 
every automorphism of & is inner (by the Noether-Skolem theorem). 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose d > 2 and k is a field in which d! # 0. Then if 
BI is a central simple k-algebra, every similarity of (JY’, Td> is standard. 
This theorem is the main result of the paper. After some preliminary 
lemmas, the proof is reduced to analyzing f(l,> when f is a similarity of 
(M,(k),Td). The calculation of f(l,,) is achieved by induction on n and a 
study of the possible Jordan forms. 
We begin with a preliminary result on similarities. Its easy proof is 
omitted. 
LEMMA 3.2. L& (V, 0) be a regular d-linear space. Zf f : V -+ V is a 
similarity of (V, 01, then f is bijective. 
Let us consider how extension of scalars affects the similarities of (d, Td>. 
If K is an extension field of k and & is a central simple k-algebra, then 
dK = ti o K is a central simple K-algebra. With the usual abuse of notation 
we identify & with d 8 I and consider & cdK. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf every similarity of (-Es,, T d, is standard, then every 
similarity of (&, Td> is standard. 
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Proof. Suppose f : .sd --t .d is a similarity for Td. Then fK = f o 1 is a 
similarity on dK, so by hypothesis it is standard: fK = m, 0 g for some 
S E KX and some g which is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism of 
ZZ’~. Since g(1) = 1 we have f(l) = 6 - 1, so that S E kX (since f is defined 
over k). Then ms-l 0 f: s’ -+.M is the restriction of g, so it is an automor- 
phism or an antiautomorphism of LZJ’. Hence f is standard. W 
This lemma shows that in proving Theorem 3.1 we may replace k by its 
algebraic closure. From now on in the proof we assume that k is algebraically 
closed and & = M,( k ). 
To begin the analysis of similarities of trace forms we record a useful trick 
which employs the sums Sd_ 1 used in Corollary 1.10. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X,, . . . , Xd_l f M,(k), and define 
Suppose f is a similarity of (M,(k), Td>. Then 
sd-l(f(x,),*.., f(xd-,)) = sd-,(f(z),f(ln)~...~f(l~)). (5) 
In particular, for any X E M,(k) we have 
f(x)d-l = -& ;gf(l”Yf( Xd-l)f(l”)d-2-i. (6) 
Proof. These formulas follow from the expression of Td in terms of 
Sd_ 1 and the observation that 
Td(X1,..., Xd) = tr(ad) = Td(Z,l, ,..., I,, Xd). 
Further details are omitted. ??
As a first consequence of this lemma we deduce that f must preserve the 
space G L,(k) for all n x n matrices with trace zero. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf f is a similarity of (M,(k), Td>, then f preserves 
SI,(k).ConsequentZy,ifA E M,(k), thentr A = 0 $undonZy$trf(A) = 0. 
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Proof. The second statement follows from the first using the bijectivity 
stated in Lemma 3.2. To prove the first statement note that Xd-’ = 0 
implies f( X)d- ' = 0, by Equation (6). Since d > 2, we find that X2 = 0 
implies f(X) E SI,(k). T o complete the argument it suffices to check that 
the set M= {X E M,(k): X2 = 0) p s ans 
i # j. Also eii + eij 
Gl,(k). Certainly every eii EJZr if 
- eji - ejj EN, and hence e,, - eJj is in the span of x 
These quantities span the space 5 l,(k). I 
REMARK. It is known that if f : d I,(k) -+ g l,(k) is a bijective linear 
map which preserves the subset of nilpotent matrices, then f must be 
standard (see [12]). However, this fact does not immediately imply our 
theorem, since the behavior of f(ln> is an important ingredient. In fact the 
next proposition reduces the whole proof to the knowledge of f(1,). 
If f is a similarity of (M,(k), Td) such that f(l,J = l,, we can complete 
the proof of the main theorem by quoting Ancochea’s result on Jordan 
homomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose f is a similarity of (M,(k), T d> where d > 2. 
Assume f(l,,> = 1,. Then f is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism of 
the algebra M,(k). Consequently f is standard. 
Proof. If f(l,,> = 1, then Lemma 3.4 implies that 
sd- I(f( ‘1) >...,f(X&)) =f(Sd-l(X1v*> Xd-l))’ 
Using Xi = A, X2 = B, and X, = *a. = X,_, = l,, we find that f is a 
Jordan homomorphism: 
f(AB + BA) =f(A)fW +f(B)f(A) forevery A, B E M,(k). 
(7) 
By Ancochea’s theorem [I] this implies that f is an automorphism or an 
antiautomorphism. m 
REMARK. Ancochea’s result [l] has been generalized to arbitrary prime 
rings, as described in Herstein [4, Chapter 31. Some history of this theorem is 
given in Jacobson’s survey article [6, p. 1141. 
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We know from Proposition 3.6 that the proof of the theorem is reduced to 
proving that f(ln> is a scalar matrix. Since 1, = e,, + .a* fen”, we will 
analyze the elements f(eii>. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose f is a similarity of (M,(k), T”) where d > 2. Let 
f, = f(eli>. Then trf, # 0 and det f, = 0. 
Proof It suffices to settle the case i = 1. Since tr e,, # 0, Corollary 3.5 
implies that trf, # 0. Setting X, = -1. = Xd_2 = e,, and X,_, = eZ2 in 
Lemma 3.4, we find that 2 = 0 and 
fyj-, +f;‘-“fJ-l -I- ..a +flf2p3 +fJ-f-” = 0. (8) 
If det fr f 0, we have fi +fr’fZfl + **. +fi_(d-2)fZff-2 = 0. Taking 
traces, we see that trf2 = 0, a contradiction. Therefore det f, = 0. ??
We now have enough information to prove the theorem in the case 
n = 2. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Zf d > 2, then every similarity of (M,(k), Td) is 
standard. 
Proof. Continuing the notation above, we may alter f by an inner 
automorphism to assume that f, = f(ell> 1s in Jordan canonical form. From 
(3.7) this form must be 
f, = [ t i] , where a = trf, + O. 
Plugging this matrix into Equation (8), we find that 
for some /3 E kX. 
Since e,, - ep2 has zero trace, we know from (3.5) that (Y = p. Hence 
f&> =f, + fi = al,. N ow Proposition 3.6 applies to rn; ’ 0 f, and we 
conclude that f is standard. ??
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The proof of the theorem proceeds by induction on n. From now on we 
assume that n > 3 and that every similarity of (M,_ i(k), Td) is standard. 
Before we begin the analysis of the possible Jordan forms, let us mention 
a relevant combinatorial result about partitions. 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let n, t be positive integers. A partition of n into t 
parts is a sequence (n,, . . . . n,) of t integers such that ni > n2 > a** > 
n, 3 1 and ni + *** +n, = n. 
LEMMA 3.10. For a partition (n,, . . . , n,) of n into t parts define 
For given n, t the maximal value of d is attained only when (n,, . . . , n,> = 
(n - t + 1, 1,. . . , 1). 
Proof. Suppose (n,, . . . , n,> is a partition of n into t parts. If there 
is an index r < t such that n, > n,, 1 > 1, then we replace (nr, n,+i) by 
(n, + I, n,,, - 1) and increase the value of d. Hence the value of d 
is maximal only when n, = *** = n, = 1. ??
Now we continue with our analysis of a similarity f of (M,(k), Td). Let 
fi = f<eii> and fi, = f(eij). 
LEMMA 3.11. ff- ’ has at most two diferent eigenvalues. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.4 we see that 
S,-l(fW** , fi, f,,) = 0 whenever r, s > 2. (9) 
That is 
fP-“f,, +fP-“f,,fl + **+ +flfrsf?” +f,,fP-” = 0. (10) 
Solving for fp- “fr, and multiplying from the left by fi, we get 
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Similarly solving for f&- ‘, we have 
fJ:-’ = -(f:-2fJ-l + ... +_Mx-“)a 
From these two equations we have 
for r,s 2 2. (11) 
Since f is a linear isomorphism, this implies dimk C(f:- ‘) > (n - 1)2 + 1. 
Here, if A E M,(k), we let C(A) denote the centralizer {X E M,(k) : 
XA = AX). We may alter f by an (inner) automorphism of M,(k) to assume 
that f:- ’ is in Jordan form. Then 
j-f-’ = B( A,) @ a.. @ B( A,), 
where Al,...,& E k are the distinct eigenvalues. Here B( Ai) E M,{k) is 
the direct sum of Jordan blocks corresponding to the eigenvalue hi E k, 
n=n,+ .-- +n,, and n, > a*. > n, >/ 1. 
If C commutes with f :- ’ then C preserves the generalized eigenspaces, 
so it must decompose as C = C, @ *.. @ C,, where Ci E C(B(hi)), the 
centralizer of B(Ai) in M,,(k). Therefore 
f: dimk C(B( hi)) = dimk C(ff-‘) 2 (n - 1)” + 1. (12) 
i=l 
On the other hand, dimk C(B(A,)) 6 nf. Consequently (n - 1)’ + I =Z 
n: + .*a +nq < (n + I - t>2 + t - 1 by Lemma 3.10. This simplifies to 
2n(t - 2) < (t + 1Xt - 2). If t > 2, we obtain 2n f t + 1, which is 
absurd, since t < n. ??
For matrices A, B E M,(k) we write A N B if A and B are similar i.e., 
A = PBP-’ for some P E GL,,(k). 
LEMMA 3.12. fa-’ N al,-i @ ( p) for SOWE scalars CY z P with 
ap = 0. 
Proof. Continue the previous notation. If t = 2 (so that fa-i has two 
distinct eigenvalues), the inequalities at the end of the proof above imply that 
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Now if the statement in the lemma is false, then by Lemma 3.12 we must 
have fa-l N c~l,,._~ @I (0) for some ar E k ‘. We may assume fi is in Jordan 
form. The eigenvalue 0 occurs in fi with multiplicity 1 (since f:- ’ has rank 
n - 1). Then fi must be diagonal, because ff-’ is diagonalizable and the 
remark above about Jordan blocks shows that every nonzero eigenvalue of f, 
occurs in 1 X 1 blocks. Therefore fi = (0) 8 D for some diagonal matrix 
D E CL,_ ,(k). From Lemma 3.13 we find that Dd = yD”- 1 and hence 
D = y l,_ 1. We may alter the similarity f by a scalar map to arrange y = 1 
and fi = (0) @ 1, + i, NCAW we consider the linear map 3: M,(k) -+ M,(k) 
defined by Z(X) =ff-“X +ff-“Xf + a*. t-fiXfi”’ + Xf;‘-“. Equation 
(10) says that frS E ker 5? for every r, s >, 2, and therefore dim ker _Y a 
(n - 1)“. We use block matrices 
where (Y E k, v, w E k” and A E M,_,(k). Then 
f=[ 
0 0 
1 0 1 l”_, ’ 
and plugging this into the definition of _Y’, we compute 
Therefore ker _S?’ has dimension 1, contradicting the inequality above, since 
we have assumed n > 2. I 
LEMMA 3.15. Composing f with a standard map, we can awange 
f(eJ = e,, whenever r, s >, 2, and f(e,,> = (yell for some cr E kX. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.14 we may assume ff-’ = ( p) @ O,_ 1 = Bell for 
some p E kX. Then fi commutes with e,, = fi-‘f~-’ and we see that 
for some (Y E k ’ and N E M,_ ,(k). Similarly if r, s > 2 we apply Equation 
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From the (1,l) entry of (10) we find that (d - l)c~~-~a,.~ = 0 and therefore 
a TS = 0. Then 
f. =[ 
0 0 
TP 0 4, I whenever r, s > 2. 
Let J = span{e,, : 2 Q T, s < n]. Then J% is a subalgebra of M,(k), and 
f(+J =frS EL h w enever r, s > 2. Consequently f(d) =&. We identify 
& with M,_ ,(k) using the obvious isomorphism 
(0) @A = ; ; c*A~M,_i(k). 
[ I 
Since the trace map on M,(k) induces the trace map on J = M,_,(k), the 
restriction j, of f to & is a similarily of (M,_ ,(k), Td>. By the induction 
hypothesis f must be standard. 
We can be more precise about these standard maps. Any automorphism g 
is inner (by the Noether-Skolem theorem), so g = In(Q) defined by 
In(Q)(A) = QAQ-‘. Any antiautomorphism is of the form g 0 T where g is 
s_ome automorphism and T is th_e transpose map. Therefore the standard map 
f is expressible as f = ms OIn(P)or’ for some S E kX, P E CL._,(k), and 
E E (0, l}. 
We “lift” this to M,(k) by setting P = (1) CB p E GL.(k). Now we 
replace f on M,( k > by [ma 0 In(P) 0 r ‘l--l 0 f, a composition with a standard 
map. This implies that 
f(%) =A, = ers 
whenever r, s > 2. 
Next we consider the analog of Equation (10) using jr in place of fi. One 
case of this is 
fr”-“fl +f:-“flL + *** +frflfP-3 +./-da-” = 0 
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for every r > 2. Since f,. = err, this simplifies to 
errfi + (d - 3)er,fie,, + fierr = 0. 
Plugging in the expression fi = Ci,j xije,j, where xij E k, we obtain 
c xrjerj + (d - 3)x,,e,, + c rireir = 0 whenever r > 2. 
It follows that xij = 0 whenever i > 2 or j > 2 and consequently fi = xi,e, ,. 
??
In light of Proposition 3.6, the following lemma completes the proof of 
our main Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.16. f<l,,> is a scalar matrix. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.15 we may assume f(en> = aell and f(ers) = e,,, 
whenever r, s > 2. Now we apply the same argument used above, but with n 
replacing 1. Since f(enn) = e,,,, we find that f(X) =A’ is the span of 
{ers : r, s < n - 1). Identifying A’ with M,_,(k) in the usual way, we see 
that f induces a similarity f of (M,_ ,(k), T”). By the induction hypothesis f 
is standard, say f = my oIn(R>orV for some y E kX, R E GL._,(k), and 
v E 10, l}. In particular f(eij> N yeii whenever i < n - 1. Since n > 3 and 
f&J = e22, we conclude that y = 1. Therefore oel, =f<eil> N ell and 
a = 1 as well. Hence f(ln> =f(ell + 1.. +e,,,) = e,, + ... +e,, = l,,. ??
We end this paper with two extensions of the main Theorem 3.1. The first 
one involves two central simple k-algebras ti and 9. If the two trace forms 
Td induce isometric d-linear spaces, then JZ? and g must be isomorphic or 
antiisomorphic as algebras. 
COROLLARY 3.17. Suppose d > 2 and k is a field in which d! # 0. Let & 
and 9’ be central simple k-algebras. Then any bijective similarity f : Cd, T”) 
-+ (9, T”) is standard in the sense that f = ms 0 g for Sony 6 E k” and 
some g : M + ~8 which is an isomorphism or antiisonwrphism. 
Proof. Let K be a splitting field for both algebras, and choose isomor- 
phisms CY : JY @ K + M,(K) and p : 9’ 8 K + M,(K). Since the reduced 
trace is functorial, we find that /3 o<f 8 1) 0 (Y-’ : M,(K) -+ M,,(K) is a 
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similarity for T”. Then Theorem 3.1 implies it is standard: 
Po(f@ 1)ocr-‘=m,oh 
for some 6 E KX and some automorphism or antiautomorphsim h. It follows 
that 6 =f(l> is in kX and we may replace f by rn, ’ 0 f. Then f is the 
restriction to & off C3 1 = p-l 0 (Y, so that f must be an isomorphism or an 
antiisomorphism. ??
Our final corollary involves Azumaya algebras, which are a general sort of 
“central simple R-algebra” where R is a ring. 
COROLLARY 3.18. Let R be an integral domain. Suppose d > 2 with 
d! # 0 in R. Su.ppose & is an Azumuya algebra over R. Then every bijective 
similarity of (&, T”) is standard (i.e., f = m, 0 g for S E RX and g an 
automorphism or antiautonwrphism of ~4. 
Proof. The reduced trace of & is well defined (see [8, p. 1101, so the 
form T” makes sense. Let k be the field of fractions of R. Then JY @ k is a 
central simple k-algebra. If f : s? -+ JY is a similarity for T ‘, then f 8 1 is a 
similarity on (JZZ @ k, T “) and Theorem 3.1 implies that it is standard: 
f @ 1 = m, 0 h for some 6 E kX and some h an automorphism or antiauto- 
morphism of ti C+ k. Then 6 = f(1) E R. Since f is bijective, we know 
M = f&4 = ShW), so there exists a E LX? such that 1 = ah(a) = h(Sa). 
Therefore 1 = Sa, so that a = 6-l is central in ZZZ’; hence a E R. This shows 
6 E RX, and we may replace f by rn, ’ 0 f to assume f 8 1 = h. Therefore 
f = hi, is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism. W 
It is harder to handle the similarities of (M, T”) which are not bijective. 
For example, suppose & = M,(Z), choose P E & and suppose 6 = det P f 
0. The standard map f = m, 0 In(P) on M,(Q) preserves the subalgebra AX’, 
since 6P-’ Ed. Therefore f : JZ? -+ JZY is a similarity for T” for every d, but 
f does not arise from any isomorphism or antiautomorphism of M. 
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